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Abstract

Low-latency deep spiking neural networks (SNNs) have
become a promising alternative to conventional artificial
neural networks (ANNs) because of their potential for in-
creased energy efficiency on event-driven neuromorphic
hardware.Neural networks, including SNNs, however, are
subject to various adversarial attacks and must be trained
to remain resilient against such attacks for many appli-
cations. Nevertheless, due to prohibitively high training
costs associated with SNNs, an analysis and optimization
of deep SNNs under various adversarial attacks have been
largely overlooked. In this paper, we first present a de-
tailed analysis of the inherent robustness of low-latency
SNNs against popular gradient-based attacks, namely fast
gradient sign method (FGSM) and projected gradient de-
scent (PGD). Motivated by this analysis, to harness the
model’s robustness against these attacks we present an SNN
training algorithm that uses crafted input noise and in-
curs no additional training time. To evaluate the mer-
its of our algorithm, we conducted extensive experiments
with variants of VGG and ResNet on both CIFAR-10 and
CIFAR-100 dataset. Compared to standard trained direct-
input SNNs, our trained models yield improved classifica-
tion accuracy of up to 13.7% and 10.1% on FGSM and
PGD attack generated images, respectively, with negligi-
ble loss in clean image accuracy. Our models also out-
perform inherently-robust SNNs trained on rate-coded in-
puts with improved or similar classification performance
on attack-generated images while having up to 25× and
∼4.6× lower latency and computation energy, respectively.
For reproducibility, we have open-sourced the code at
github.com/ksouvik52/hiresnn2021.

1. Introduction
Artificial neural networks (ANNs) have become enor-

mously successful in various computer vision applications
[36, 10, 31, 37, 19]. However, as these applications are
often part of safety-critical and trusted systems, concerns
about their vulnerability to adversarial attacks have grown

Figure 1. (a) Direct and rate-coded input variants of the original
image. (b) Layer wise average spikes for VGG11. (c) Performance
of direct-input VGG11 SNN and its equivalent ANN under various
white-box (WB) and black-box (BB) attacks on CIFAR-100.

rapidly. In particular, well crafted adversarial images with
small, often unnoticeable perturbations can fool a well
trained ANN to make incorrect and possibly dangerous de-
cisions [25, 1, 39], despite their otherwise impressive per-
formance on clean images. To improve the model perfor-
mance of ANNs against attacks, training with various ad-
versarially generated images [22, 17] has proven to be very
effective. Few other prior art references [40, 33] have ap-
plied noisy inputs to train robust models. However, all these
training schemes incur non-negligible clean image accuracy
drop and require significant additional training time.

Brain-inspired [23] deep spiking neural networks
(SNNs) have also gained significant traction due to their
potential for lowering the required power consumption of
machine learning applications [13, 28]. The underlying
SNN hardware can use binary spike-based sparse process-
ing via accumulate (AC) operations over a fixed number
of time steps1 T which consume much lower power than
the traditional energy-hungry multiply-accumulate (MAC)
operations that dominate ANNs [8]. Recent advances in
SNN training by using approximate gradient [2] and hybrid
direct-input-coded ANN-SNN training with joint threshold,
leak, and weight optimization [29] have improved the SNN

1Here, a time step is the unit of time taken by each input image to be
processed through all layers of the model.
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accuracy while simultaneously reducing the number of re-
quired time steps. This has lowered both their computa-
tion cost, which is reflected in their average spike count as
shown in Fig. 1(b), and inference latency. However, the
trustworthiness of these state-of-the-art (SOTA) SNNs un-
der various adversarial attacks is yet to be fully explored.

Some earlier works have claimed that SNNs may have
inherent robustness against popular gradient-based adver-
sarial attacks [7, 34, 24]. In particular, Sharmin et al. [34]
observed that rate-coded input-driven (Fig. 1(a)) SNNs
have inherent robustness, which the authors primarily at-
tributed to the highly sparse spiking activity of the model.
However, these explorations are mostly limited to small
datasets on shallow SNN models, and more importantly,
these techniques give rise to high inference latency. This
paper extends this analysis, asking two key questions.

1. To what degree does SOTA low-latency deep SNNs
retain their inherent robustness under both black-box and
white-box adversarial-attack generated images?

2. Can computationally-efficient training algorithms im-
prove the robustness of low-latency deep SNNs while retain-
ing their high clean-image classification accuracy?

Our contributions are two-fold. We first empirically
study and provide detailed observations on inherent robust-
ness claims about deep SNN models when the SNN in-
puts are directly coded. Interestingly, we observe that de-
spite significant reductions in the average spike count, deep
direct-input SNNs have lower classification accuracy com-
pared to their ANN counterparts on various white-box and
black-box attack generated adversarial images, as exempli-
fied in Fig. 1(c).

Based on these observations, we present HIRE-SNN,
a spike timing dependent backpropagation (STDB) based
SNN training algorithm to better harness SNN’s inherent
robustness. In particular, we optimize the model trainable
parameters using images whose pixel values are perturbed
using crafted noise across the time steps. More precisely,
we partition the training time steps T into N equal-length
periods of length ⌊T/N⌋ and train each image-batch over
each period, adding input noise after each period. The key
feature of our approach is that, instead of showing the same
image repeatedly, we efficiently use the time steps of SNN
training to input different noisy variants of the same im-
age. This avoids extra training time and, because we up-
date the weights after each period, requires less memory
for the storage of intermediate gradients compared to tradi-
tional SNN training methods. To demonstrate the efficacy
of our scheme we conduct extensive evaluations with both
VGG [35] and ResNet [10] SNN model variants on both
CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100 [14] datasets.

The remainder of this paper is arranged as follows.
In Section 2 and 3 we present the necessary background
and provide analysis of inherent robustness of direct-input
SNNs, respectively. Section 4 presents our training scheme.
We provide our experimental results and discussion on Sec-

Figure 2. SNN fundamental operations.

tion 5 and finally conclude in Section 6.

2. Background
2.1. SNN Fundamentals

In ANN training, updating weights involve a single
forward-backward pass transferring multi-bit weights and
gradients through layers of a network. In contrast, in SNN
training, updating weights involve T forward and backward
passes, each pass propagating either binary spikes or a no-
tion of their gradients. Note that T is known as the SNN’s
inference latency and the spiking dynamics of an SNN layer
are typically defined with either the Integrate-Fire (IF) [21]
or Leaky-Integrate-Fire (LIF) [20] neuron model. Interest-
ingly, the LIF model introduces a non-linearity in the model
that can be compared to the rectilinear (ReLU) operation in
conventional ANNs. The discrete time [38] iterative ver-
sion of the LIF neuron dynamics is defined by the following
equation

ut+1
i = λut

i +
∑
j

wijO
t
j − vtO

t
i (1)

Ot
i =

{
1, if zti > 0

0, otherwise
(2)

where zti = (u
t
i

vt
− 1) is the normalized membrane potential

and vt is current layer firing threshold. The decay factor
λ=1 for IF and λ < 1 for LIF neuron models. ut+1

i repre-
sents the membrane potential of the ith neuron at time step
t+ 1, and Ot

i and Ot
j represent the output spikes of current

neuron i and one of its pre-synaptic neurons j, respectively.
wij represents the weight between the two. The inference
output is obtained by comparing the total number of spikes
generated by each output neuron over T time steps.

However, supervised training of SNNs faces the chal-
lenge of backpropagating gradients of binary spike trains
which are undefined. This issue has been addressed using
approximate gradient computations [2] at the cost of slow
convergence and high memory requirements. In this paper,
we refer to this step as traditional SNN training.

ANN-to-SNN conversion.
A popular alternative to traditional SNN training from

scratch for deep SNNs involves first training a constrained
ANN model [32] and then converting it into an SNN by
computing layer thresholds [6, 32]. The SNN models
yielded through this technique, however, require high la-
tency T to perform well on complex vision tasks. We thus
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adopt a more recently developed hybrid training technique
that leverages the benefits of the ANN-to-SNN conversion
technique followed by a few epochs of direct-input driven
traditional SNN training to reduce inference latency [29].

2.2. Adversarial Attacks
Various gradient-based adversarial attacks have been

proposed to generate adversarial images, which have
barely-visible perturbations from the original images but
still manage to fool a trained neural network. One such
attack is the fast gradient sign method (FGSM) [9]. Let
f(x, y) represents the function of an ANN, implicitly pa-
rameterized by network parameters θ, that accepts a vector-
ized input image x and generates a corresponding label y.
FGSM perturbs each element x in x along the sign of the
gradient of the inference loss w.r.t. x

x̂ = x + ϵ ∗ sign(∇xL(f(x, y))) (3)

where the scalar ϵ is the perturbation parameter that deter-
mines the severity of the attack.

Another well-known attack is projected gradient descent
(PGD) [22]. It is a multi-step variant of FGSM and is known
to be one of the most powerful first-order attacks [1]. As-
suming x̂k=1 = x the iterative update of the perturbed data
x̂ in kth step of PGD is given in Eq. 4.

x̂k = ProjPϵ(x)[x̂
k−1 + α ∗ sign(∇xL(f(x̂k−1, y)))] (4)

Here, Proj projects the updated adversarial sample onto the
projection space Pϵ(x), the ϵ-L∞ neighbourhood of the be-
nign sample2 x, and α is the attack step size.

Note that for both attack techniques we consider two sce-
narios: 1) white-box (WB) attack in which the attacker has
complete access to the model parameters, and 2) black-box
(BB) attack in which the attacker has no knowledge of the
model’s trainable parameters and thus produces weaker per-
turbations than the white-box alternative.

3. Initial Study: SNN Robustness Analysis
To motivate our novel training algorithm to harness ro-

bustness, this section describes an empirical analysis into
the robustness of traditionally-trained SNNs on gradient-
based adversarial attacks. We performed traditional SNN
training with the initial weights and thresholds set to that of
a trained equivalent ANN and generated through the con-
version process, respectively3.

3.1. Performance Analysis
We first performed SNN training with direct-coded in-

puts and evaluated the robustness of the trained models un-
der various white-box and black-box attacks. Interestingly,

2It is noteworthy that the generated x̂ are clipped to a valid range which
for our experiments is [0, 1].

3The description of our training hyperparameter settings is given in
Section 5.1 for all the experiments in this section.

Figure 3. Per layer TASAs of VGG5 and VGG11 on CIFAR-10
and CIFAR-100, respectively.

Figure 4. Classification performance of VGG11 on CIFAR-100 as
number of time steps T varies.

as shown in Table 1, the generated deep SNNs, i.e., VGG11
and ResNet12, consistently provide inferior performance
against various black-box attacks compared to their ANN
counterparts. For example, we observe that the VGG11
SNN provides only 6.2% accuracy on the PGD black-box
attack, while its ANN equivalent provides an accuracy of
15.25%. These results imply that traditional SNN training
appears to be insufficient to harness the inherent robustness
of low-latency direct-input deep SNNs.

It is important to note that [34] observed that, for rate-
coded SNNs, spike based sparse activation maps correlates
with adversarial success. To extend this analysis to direct-
input SNNs, we examine two distinct metrics of the SNN’s
spiking activity, as defined below.

Definition 1. Spiking activity (SA): We define a layer’s
spiking activity as the ratio of number of spikes produced
over all the neurons accumulated across all time units T of a
layer to the total number of neurons present in that layer. We
also define a layer’s SA divided by T as the time averaged
spiking activity (TASA).

Observation 1. Compared to rate-coded SNNs, deep
SNNs with direct-coded inputs and lower latency generally
exhibit lower SA but higher TASA, especially in the initial
convolution layers.

Particularly, this distinction can be seen for VGG11 SNN
in Figs. 3(b) and 1(b) and suggests that the observation that
sparse SA correlates well with success against adversarial
images [34] can extend to low-latency direct-coded SNNs
if the spiking activity is quantified using TASA. VGG5 also
shows lower sparsity level of spikes at the early layers (Fig.
3(a)) compared to its rate-coded counterpart.

Observation 2. Direct-input coded SNNs yield lower
clean accuracy and no significant improvement in adversar-
ial image classification accuracy as latency T is reduced.

Earlier research has shown that robustness to adversar-
ial images of SNNs trained on rate-coded inputs improves
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Accuracy (%) with Accuracy (%) with Accuracy (%) with
Model- ANN high latency SNN-BP [34] low latency SNN-BP

Attack category Clean FGSM PGD Clean FGSM PGD Clean FGSM PGD
Dataset : CIFAR-10

VGG5-WB 90.2 13.3 2.0 89.3 15.0 3.8 87.9 35.5 5.3
VGG5-BB 90.2 24.0 6.4 89.3 21.5 16 87.9 38.3 6.7

ResNet12-WB 92.6 19.9 2.0 – – – 91.9 21.1 0.2
ResNet12-BB 92.6 28.6 4.3 – – – 91.9 24.7 0.6

Dataset : CIFAR-100
VGG11-WB 69.5 16.9 8.2 64.4 15.5 6.3 65.6 16.4 2.9
VGG11-BB 69.5 23.5 15.3 64.4 21.4 16.5 65.6 19.0 6.2

ResNet12-WB 61.5 13.5 2.8 – – – 61.9 10.5 0.6
ResNet12-BB 61.5 23.2 12.0 – – – 61.9 14.1 2.0

Table 1. Comparison of model performances under various white-box and black-box attacks on both CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100. Note that
italicized values are taken directly from the original paper.

with the reduction in training time steps [34]. Motivated by
this we performed a similar analysis on VGG11 using di-
rect input CIFAR-100. Interestingly, as shown in Fig. 4, as
T reduces the classification performance on both black box
and white box attack generated images does not improve.
Intuitively, these attacks are more effective on direct-coded
inputs because of the lack of approximation at the inputs,
unlike for Poisson generated rate-coded inputs. However,
SNNs with rate-coded inputs generally require larger train-
ing time and memory footprint [29] to reach competitive
accuracy. In Fig. 4 we relate the reduction in network per-
formance on clean images to the aggressive reduction in the
number of training time steps.

Definition 2. Perturbation distance (PD): We define per-
turbation distance as the L2-norm of the absolute difference
of pixel values between a real image and its adversarially-
perturbed variant. Similarly, for an intermediate layer with
spike based activation maps [15, 16], we define spike PD
as the L2-norm of the absolute difference of the normal-
ized spike-based activation maps generated at a layer output
when fed with an original and its perturbed variant, respec-
tively.

Figure 5. (a) PD vs LIF leak parameter for a fixed threshold (0.8)
and latency (T = 10) averaged over two randomly chosen in-
put images that are perturbed with PGD-1. (b) Intermediate layer
spike PD for VGG5 fed with a randomly-selected CIFAR-10 clean
image and its perturbed variant.

Observation 3. Leaky integrate and fire (LIF) non-
linearity applying layers contribute to the inherent robust-
ness of rate-coded input driven SNNs by diminishing the
perturbation distance [34]. Unfortunately, this observation
does not generally hold for direct-coded SNNs in which the
LIF layers may increase or degrade the perturbation dis-
tance, suggesting that the impact of the leak parameter must
be considered jointly with other factors, including related

weights and thresholds.
The LIF operation in SNNs yields non-linear dynamics

that can be contrasted to the piecewise linear ReLU opera-
tion in traditional ANNs. To analyze their impact on image
perturbation distance, we fed an LIF layer the clean images
taken from a digit classification dataset [5] along with their
perturbed variants, sweeping the leak parameter value and
measuring the impact on the perturbation distance. As de-
picted in Fig. 5(a), the leak factor helps reduce the pertur-
bation distance only if its value falls in a certain range.

To further study the impact of LIF layers, we analyzed
the spike PD of the models. In particular, we fed two VGG5
SNN models trained with two different seeds (M1 and M2)
with a randomly-sampled CIFAR-10 clean image xC and
its black-box attack generated variant xP and computed the
corresponding intermediate layer spike PDs. Both M1 and
M2 classified xC correctly, however, M2 failed to correctly
classify xP . Interestingly, as shown in Fig. 5(b) despite the
presence of the LIF layers, the spike PD values do not al-
ways reduce as we progress from layer to layer through the
network. Moreover, this degree of unpredictability seems
to be irrespective of whether the model classifies the image
correctly. We conclude that despite LIF’s promise to reduce
input perturbation, its impact is also a function of other pa-
rameters, including the trainable weights, leak, threshold,
and time steps.

Based on these empirical observations, we assert that
the majority of the reasons that make rate-coded SNN in-
herently robust are either absent or need careful tuning for
direct-input SNN models, as presented in the next section.

4. HIRE-SNN Training
This section presents our training algorithm for robust

SNNs. As shown in Eq. 2 the LIF neuron functional output
at each time step recursively depends on its state in previous
time steps [26]. Each input pixel in traditional SNN training
using direct-coded inputs, is fed into the network as a multi-
bit value that is fixed over the T time steps and yield an order
of magnitude reduction in latency compared to rate-coded
alternatives. However, our approach is different than direct
coding because we partition the training time steps T into
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Figure 6. (a) and (b) represent the traditional and proposed training
schemes, respectively. Here the green and orange blocks represent
activation maps and the gradients that are generated after passing
the input image. For the proposed training scheme we use two
color variants deep and light, respectively, to highlight the sets of
activation maps and gradients from an image and its noisy vari-
ant during two different periods. The yellow blocks represent the
weight tensors that get updated from accumulated gradients. In (b)
we compute the input gradient with these updated weights to craft
the noise. Here, we assumed T = 4 and N = 2.

N equal-length periods and feed in a different perturbed
variant of the image during each period of ⌊T/N⌋ steps.

To be more precise, consider an SNN model defined by
the function g(x, y;T ) implicitly parameterized by θ. As-
sume an input batch B of size hi×wi×ci×nB, where hi, wi,
and ci represent spatial height, width, and channel length of
an image, respectively, with nB as the number of images
in the batch. In contrast to traditional approaches, where
weight update happens only after T steps, we allow differ-
ent perturbed image variants generation and weight update
to happen at small interval of ⌊T/N⌋ steps within the win-
dow of T , for an image batch. This important modification
allows us to train the model with different adversarial im-
age variants without costing any additional training time.
As the exact gradient of the binary spike trains is undefined,
we use a linear surrogate gradient (Eq. 5) approximation [2]
to allow backpropagation (BP) and gradient-based parame-
ter update in SNNs.

∂Ot
i

∂zti
= γ ∗max{0, 1− |zti |} (5)

where γ is a damping factor that controls the approximate
back-propagation error, to update the trainable parameters.
We also compute the gradient of the loss with respect to
each input pixel x to craft the perturbation for next period.
Through an abuse of notation, we define ϵs and ϵt as the
pixel noise step and bound, respectively, and generate per-
turbation scalar for each of the hi × wi × ci pixels of an
image as

κ = clip[κ+ ϵs × sign(∇xL),−ϵt,+ϵt] (6)

Algorithm 1: HIRE-SNN Training Algorithm
1 Input: Training examples (X, Y), noise bound [-ϵt, ϵt], noise step

ϵs, learning rate η, SNN training t-steps T , total training epochs
Nep, iterationN .

2 // Initialize parameters
3 κ← 0
4 for l← 1 to L do
5 Wl ← ANN trained Wl

6 vlt ← initThreshold(Wl, X)

7 llk ← 1.0

8 end
9 for n← 1 to Nep do

10 for each batch B ⊂ (X,Y ) do
11 for p← 1 toN do
12 // Compute gradients through STDB
13 δW ← E(x,y)∈B[∇WL(g(x+ κ, y; T

N ))]

14 δvt ← E(x,y)∈B[∇vtL(g(x+ κ, y; T
N ))]

15 δlk ← E(x,y)∈B[∇lkL(g(x+ κ, y; T
N ))]

16 // Compute perturbation
17 δx ← [∇xL(g(x+ κ, y; T

N ))]

18 κ← clip(κ+ ϵs ∗ sign(δx),−ϵt, ϵt)
19 // Update trainable parameters
20 W←W− η ∗ δW
21 vt ← vt − η ∗ δvt
22 lk ← lk − η ∗ δlk
23 end
24 end
25 end

where κ represents the perturbation for an input pixel x of
a batch B computed at the pth period. Note that for current
batch, we initialize κ in the first period with the perturba-
tion computed at the last period of the previous batch. In
contrast, the computation of the perturbation of other pe-
riods is based on the computed perturbation from the cor-
responding previous period. It is noteworthy that ϵs is not
necessarily the same as ϵ of the FGSM or PGD attacks, and
we generally choose ϵs to be sufficiently small to not lose
significant classification accuracy on clean images. We in-
clude weights W, threshold vt and leak lk parameters in
the trainable parameters θ to retain clean image accuracy at
low latencies [29]. Our detailed training algorithm called
HIRE-SNN is presented in Algorithm 1. It is noteworthy
that, apart from noise crafted inputs, our training framework
can easily be extended to support various input encoding
[4, 34] as well as image augmentation techniques [30] that
can improve classification performance.

5. Experiments
5.1. Experimental Setup

Dataset and ANN training. For our experiments we
used two widely accepted image classification datasets,
namely CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100. For both ANN and
direct-input SNN training, we use the standard data-
augmented (horizontal flip and random crop with reflective
padding) input. For rate-coded input based SNN training,
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we produce a spike train with rate proportional to the input
pixel via a Poisson generator function [15]. We performed
ANN training for 240 epochs with an initial learning rate
(LR) of 0.01 that decayed by a factor of 0.1 after 150, 180,
and 210 epochs.

ANN-SNN conversion and SNN training. We per-
formed the ANN-SNN conversion as recommended in [29]
to generate initial thresholds for the SNN training. We then
train the converted SNN for only 30 epochs with batch-size
of 32 starting with the trained ANN weights. We set start-
ing LR to 10−4 and decay it by a factor of 5 after 60%,
80%, and 90% completion of the total training epochs. Un-
less stated otherwise, we used training time steps T of 6,
8, and 10 for VGG5, VGG11, and ResNet12, respectively.
To avoid overfitting and perform regularization we used a
dropout of 0.2 to train the models. The ϵs is chosen to be
0.013 and 0.025 (apart from the ϵs sweep test) to train with
VGG5 and VGG11, respectively, with ϵt equal to ϵs. For
ResNet12 we chose ϵs to be 0.008 and 0.015 on CIFAR-10
and CIFAR100, respectively. Also, N is set to 2 unless oth-
erwise mentioned. The basic motivation to pick hyperpa-
rameters N , ϵs, and ϵt is to ensure there is only an insignifi-
cant drop in the clean image accuracy while still improving
the adversarial performance. We conducted all the experi-
ments on a NVIDIA 2080 Ti GPU having 11 GB memory
with the models implemented using PyTorch [27]. Further
training and model details along with analysis on the hyper-
parameters are provided in the supplementary material.

Adversarial test setup. For PGD, we set ϵ for the L∞
neighborhood to 8/255, the attack step size α = 0.01, and
the number of attack iterations K to 7, the same values as
in [34]. For FGSM, we choose the same ϵ value as above.

5.2. Performance Against WB and BB Attacks

To perform this evaluation, for each model variant we
use three differently trained networks: ANN equivalent
ΦANN , hybrid traditionally trained SNN ΦT

SNN , and SNN
trained with proposed technique ΦP

SNN , all trained to have
comparable clean-image classification accuracy. We com-
pute ∆d as the difference in clean-image classification per-
formance between ΦP

SNN and ΦT
SNN . We define ∆a

4 as the
accuracy difference between ΦP

SNN and either of ΦT
SNN or

ΦANN while classifying on perturbed image. Note, both
ΦP

SNN and ΦT
SNN are trained with direct inputs. Table 2

shows the absolute and relative performances of the mod-
els generated through our training framework on white-box
attack generated images using both FGSM and PGD at-
tack techniques. In particular, we observe that with neg-
ligible performance compromise on clean images, ΦP

SNN

consistently outperforms ΦT
SNN for all the models on both

datasets. Specifically, we observe that the perturbed im-
age classification can have an improved performance of up
to 12.2% and 8.8%, on CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100 respec-

4∆a between model M1 and M2 is AccM1%−AccM2%.

Accuracy (%) with ∆a over traditional ∆a over ANN
Model proposed SNN training SNN training equivalent

Clean(∆d) FGSM PGD FGSM PGD FGSM PGD
Dataset : CIFAR-10

VGG5 87.5 (-0.4) 38.0 9.1 +2.5 +3.8 +25 +7.1
ResNet12 90.3 (-1.6) 33.3 3.8 +12.2 +3.5 +13.4 +1.8

Dataset : CIFAR-100
VGG11 65.1 (-0.4) 22.0 7.5 +5.7 +4.6 +5.1 -0.7

ResNet12 58.9 (-3.0) 19.3 5.3 +8.8 +4.7 +5.8 +2.5

Table 2. Performance comparison of SNN models generated using
the proposed training scheme on clean and adversarially-generated
images under a white-box attack.

Accuracy (%) with ∆a over traditional ∆a over ANN
Model proposed SNN training SNN training equivalent

Clean FGSM PGD FGSM PGD FGSM PGD
Dataset : CIFAR-10

VGG5 87.5 42.1 14.9 +3.9 +8.3 +18.1 +8.5
ResNet12 90.3 38.4 7.8 +13.7 +7.2 +9.7 +3.5

Dataset : CIFAR-100
VGG11 65.1 29.1 16.1 +10.0 +9.9 +5.6 +0.9

ResNet12 58.9 24.5 12.1 +10.4 +10.1 +1.3 ∼0

Table 3. Performance comparison of SNN models generated using
the proposed training scheme on clean and adversarially-generated
images under a black-box attack.

tively. Compared to ΦANN we observe improved perfor-
mance of up to 25% on WB attacks.

Table 3 shows the model performances and comparisons
on black-box attack generated images using both FGSM
and PGD. For this evaluation, for each model variant we
used the same model trained with a different seed to gen-
erate the perturbed images. For all the models on both the
datasets we observe ΦP

SNN yields higher accuracy on the
perturbed images generated through BB attack compared
to those generated through WB attack, primarily because
of BB attacks yield weaker perturbations [1, 3]. Impor-
tantly, we observe superior performance of ΦP

SNN over both
ΦT

SNN and ΦT
SNN under this weaker form of attack. In

particular, ΦP
SNN provides an improvement ∆a of up to

13.7% and 10.4% on CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100, compared
to ΦT

SNN .

Figure 7. Normalized GPU memory usage and average training
time for a batch of 200 images for VGG5, VGG11, and ResNet12
when trained with the traditional and proposed approaches.

Fig. 7 shows the normalized random access memory
(RAM) memory and average training time for 200 batches
for both the traditional and presented SNN training. Inter-
estingly, due to the shorter update interval the proposed ap-
proach require less memory by up to ∼25% while incurring
no extra GPU training time.
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Checks to identify gradient obfuscation Fail Pass

i) Single-step attack performs better compared to iterative attacks ✓
ii) Black-box attacks performs better compared to white-box attacks ✓
iii) Increasing perturbation bound can’t increase attack strength ✓
iv) Unbounded attacks can’t reach ∼100% success ✓
v) Adversarial example can be found through random sampling ✓

Table 4. Checklist set of tests for characteristic behaviors caused
by obfuscated and masked gradients [1].

5.3. Discussion

Here, we evaluate the potential presence of obfuscated
gradients through experiments with the HIRE-SNN trained
models under different attack strengths. We then study the
efficacy of noise crafting and performance under no train-
able threshold-leak condition. Finally, we evaluate the im-
pact of the new knob ϵs in trading off clean and perturbed
image accuracy.

Gradient obfuscation analysis. We conducted several
experiments to verify whether the inherent robustness of the
presented HIRE-SNNs come from an incorrect approxima-
tion of the true gradient based on a single sample. In par-
ticular, the performance of generated models was checked
against the five tests (Table 4) proposed in [1] that can iden-
tify potential gradient obfuscation.

As shown in Table 2 and 3, for all the models on both
datasets the single-step FGSM performs poorly compared
to its iterative counterpart PGD. This certifies the success
of Test (i), as listed in Table 4. Test (ii) passes because our
black-box generated perturbations in Table 3 yield weaker
attacks5 than their white-box counterparts shown in Table 2.
To verify Tests (iii) and (iv) we analyzed VGG5 on CIFAR-
10 with increasing attack bound ϵ. As shown in Fig. 8(a),
the classification accuracy decreases as we increase ϵ and
finally reaches an accuracy of ∼0%. Test (v) can fail only if
gradient based attacks cannot provide adversarial examples
for the model to misclassify. It is clear from our experi-
ments, however, that FGSM and PGD, both variants of gra-
dient based attacks, can sometimes fool the network despite
our training.

We also evaluated the VGG5 performance with increased
attack strength by increasing the number of iterations K of
PGD and found that the model’s robustness decreases with
increasing K. However, as Fig. 8(b) shows, after K = 40,
the robustness of the model nears an asymptote. In contrast,
if the success of the HIRE-SNNs arose from the incorrect
gradient of a single sample, increasing the attack iterations
would have broken the defense completely [11].

Thus, based on these evaluations we conclude that even
if the models include obfuscated gradients, they are not sig-
nificant source of the robustness for the HIRE-SNNs.

Importance of careful noise crafting. To evaluate the
merits of the presented noise crafting technique, we also

5Note that here we say an attack is weaker than other when the classifi-
cation accuracy on that attack-generated images is higher compared to the
images generated through the other.

Figure 8. White-box PGD attack performance as a function of (a)
bound ϵ and (b) attack iterations K with VGG5 on CIFAR-10.

trained VGG11 with a version of our training algorithm
with the perturbation introduced via Gaussian noise. In par-
ticular, we pertubed the image pixels using Gaussian noise
with zero mean and standard deviation equal to ϵs. It is
clear from Fig. 9 that compared to the traditional training,
the proposed training with perturbation generated through
Gaussian noise (GN) fails to provide any noticeable im-
provement on the adversary-generated images both under
white-box and black-box attacks. In contrast, training with
carefully crafted noise significantly improves the perfor-
mance over that with GN against adversary by up to 6.5%
and 9.7%, on WB and BB attack-created images, respec-
tively.

Figure 9. Comparison of traditional SNN vs. proposed training
with both GN and crafted input noise. All the training were per-
formed with direct-input VGG11 on CIFAR-100.

Efficacy of proposed training when threshold and
leak parameters are not trainable. To further evaluate
the efficacy of proposed training scheme, we trained VGG5
on CIFAR-10 using our technique but with threshold and
leak parameters fixed to their initialized values. As shown
in Table 5, our generated models still consistently outper-
form traditionally trained models under both white-box and
black-box attacks with negligible drop in clean image accu-
racy. Interestingly, fixing the threshold and leak parameters
yields higher robustness at the cost of lower clean-image
accuracy. This may be attributed to the difference in adver-
sarial strength of the perturbed images and is a useful topic
of future research.

Impact of the noise-step knob ϵs. To analyze the im-
pact of the introduced hyperparameter ϵs, we performed
experiments with VGG5 and VGG11, training the models
with various ϵs ∈ [0.01, 0.03]. As depicted in Fig. 10 with
increased ϵs the models show a consistent improvement on
both white-box and black-box attack generated perturbed
images with only a small drop in clean image performance
of up to ∼2%. Note, here ϵs = 0 corresponds to traditional
SNN training. With the optimal choice of ϵs our models out-
perform the state-of-the-art inherently robust SNNs trained
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Figure 10. (a) Inference T steps for rate-coded vs direct input trained SNNs, (b-e) Accuracy vs. ϵs plot for both clean and adversarially
generated images (both with WB and BB attack settings) with VGG5 (b, c) and VGG11 (d, e) on CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100, respectively.

Model Dataset Training Clean Acc. % on WB Acc. % on BB
Method Acc. (%) FGSM PGD FGSM PGD

VGG5 CIFAR-10 Traditional 87.2 33.0 4.5 40.4 8.8
Proposed 86.8 40.5 13.6 46.2 21.9

Table 5. Performance comparison of proposed with traditional
SNN training when threshold-leak parameters are frozen to their
initialized values.

on rate-coded inputs [34] maintaining similar clean image
accuracy with an improved inference latency of up to 25×
as shown in Fig. 10.

5.4. Computation Energy
Model FLOPs of a CONV layer l

Variable Value
ANN [18] FLl

ANN (kl)2 × Hl
o × W l

o × Cl
o × Cl

i

SNN [15] FLl
SNN (kl)2 × Hl

o × W l
o × Cl

o × Cl
i × ζl

Table 6. Convolutional layer FLOPs for ANN and SNN models

Let us assume a convolutional layer l with weight ten-
sor Wl ∈ Rkl×kl×Cl

i×Cl
o taking an input activation ten-

sor Al ∈ RHl
i×W l

i×Cl
i , with H l

i ,W
l
i , kl, Cl

i and Cl
o to be

the input height, width, filter height (and width), channel
size, and number of filters, respectively. Table 6 presents
the FLOPs requirement for an ANN and corresponding
SNN for this layer to produce an output activation tensor
Ol ∈ RHl

o×W l
o×Cl

o . ζl represents the associated spiking ac-
tivity for layer l. Now, for an L-layer SNN with rate-coded
and direct inputs, the inference computation energy is,

Erate
SNN = (

L∑
l=1

FLl
SNN ) · EAC (7)

Edirect
SNN = FL1

SNN · EMAC + (

L∑
l=2

FLl
SNN ) · EAC (8)

where EAC and EMAC represent the energy cost of AC
and MAC operation, respectively. For our evaluation we
use their values as shown in Table 7. In particular, as ex-
emplified in Fig. 11(a), the computation energy benefit of
HIRE-SNN VGG11 over its inherently robust rate-coded
SNN and ANN counterpart is as high as 4.6× and 10×,
respectively, considering 32-b floating point (FP) represen-
tation. For a 32-b integer (INT) implementation, this advan-
tage is as much as 3.9× and 53×, respectively (Fig. 11(b)).

Figure 11. Comparison of normalized compute energy computed
assuming (a) 32-bit FP and (b) 32-bit INT implementations.

Serial Operation Energy (pJ)
No. 32-b INT 32-b FP
1. 32-bit multiplication 3.1 3.7
2. 32-bit addition 0.1 0.9
3. 32-bit MAC (#1 + #2) 3.2 4.6
4. 32-bit AC (#2) 0.1 0.9

Table 7. Estimated energy costs for various operations in a 45 nm
CMOS process at 0.9 V [12]

6. Conclusions
In this paper we first analyzed the inherent robustness of

low-latency SNNs trained with direct inputs to provide in-
sightful observations. Motivated by these observations we
then present a training algorithm that harnesses the inherent
robustness of low-latency SNNs without incurring any ad-
ditional training time cost. We conducted extensive experi-
mental analysis to evaluate the efficacy of our training along
with experiments to understand the contribution of the care-
fully crafted noise. Particularly, compared to traditionally
trained direct input SNNs, the generated SNNs can yield
accuracy improvement of up to 13.7% on black-box FGSM
attack generated images. Compared to the SOTA inherently
robust VGG11 SNN trained on rate-coded inputs (CIFAR-
100) our models perform similarly or better on clean and
perturbed image classification performance while provid-
ing an improved performance of up to 25× and ∼4.6×, in
terms of inference latency and computation energy, respec-
tively. We believe that this study is a step in making deep
SNNs a practical energy-efficient solution for safety-critical
inference applications where robustness is a need.
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